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Overview
The Recorded Future integration with Azure Sentinel includes four major parts:
1. Logic apps to import malicious IP Addresses, File Hashes, URLs, and Domains to the
ThreatIntelligenceIndicator table in Sentinel

2. Logic Apps/playbooks to enrich IP Addresses, File Hashes, URLs, and Domains in
Sentinel incidents with Recorded Future Data
3. Sentinel Analytic rules to correlate Recorded Future Threat Intelligence against client
telemetry to detect threat
4. Workbooks to visualize and summarize threat detection in a client tenant

Prerequisites
Roles
The following Azure roles and permissions will be needed at various stages of installation. This
install guide will specify at each step which specific permission is required
- Security Administrator (AD role, not the RBAC role)
- Global Administrator
- Azure Sentinel Contributor
- Logic app contributor
- “Owner” of the resource group where the logic apps will be deployed
- Template Spec Contributor

Connector
The Threat Intelligence Platforms Data Connector in Sentinel must be enabled in order for
indicators to be forwarded from the Graph Security API to Sentinel. This can be done by
navigating to Microsoft Sentinel->Data Connectors->Threat Intelligence Platforms->Open
Connector Page->Connect. The Security Administrator Active Directory role is required to do
this.

Token
A Recorded Future API token is required for this integration.

Installing the Content Hub Solution
All component parts of the Recorded future integration can be found in the Sentinel Content
Hub. Navigate to Microsoft Sentinel->Content Hub->Recorded Future->Install->Create. Select
the Resource Group and Sentinel Workspace where the solution will be deployed, and page
through the tabs to view the component parts of the integration.If more detail is required, you
can view the source templates for the logic apps/analytic rules/workbooks here. Click
Review+Create to deploy the solution.
The Logic App Contributor, Sentinel Contributor, and Template Spec Contributor roles are
required to deploy the solution.

Deploying Template Specs
Deploying the Content Hub Solution does not directly create the Logic Apps, Workbooks, and
Analytic Rules that make up the integration. Instead, it creates template specs for each
resource. Those templates can be viewed by navigating to “Template Specs”

You must deploy each resource individually by clicking the three dots on the right hand side of
the screen and then clicking “deploy.” Currently, there is no way to bulk deploy template specs
via the Azure Portal, although it’s possible via Powershell or the API
Please Note that you must deploy the “RecordedFuture-ImportToSentinel playbook”
playbook before deploying any of the “IndicatorProcessor” playbooks

Importing the Risk Lists
Overview
The four logic apps that end in “IndicatorProcessor” pull risk lists from the Recorded Future API,
and formats the indicators in the tiIndicator resource type. For performance optimization, these
indicators are then sent to the RecordedFuture-ImportToSentinel logic app for batching. The
Indicators are then bulk uploaded to the GraphSecurityAPI, which will forward them to your
Microsoft Sentinel ThreatIntelligenceIndicator table.
For all of the following steps editing logic apps, the Logic App Contributor role is required.

Authorizing connections
In general, logic app connections can be authorized one of two ways.
1. Navigate to the logic app->Overview->Edit. Click on the block(s) that says
“Connections.”

2. Navigate to the logic app->API Connections. In each of the listed connections, navigate
to edit API connection

Recorded Future
Each of the four “IndicatorProcessor” apps must be authorized to communicate with the
Recorded Future API. Following one of the paths above, you will be prompted to enter in a
Recorded Future API key and Connection Name. Paste in your API key and choose an arbitrary
name.

Graph Security API
The RecordedFuture-ImportToSentinel logic app must be authorized to communicate with the
Microsoft Graph Security API. Following one of these paths, you will be prompted to Authorize
the connection by signing into your Azure AD account.

The first time this connection is authorized, it must be authorized by a Global Administrator.
After the global administrator goes through the application consent experience once, this
connection can be authorized in the future by a Security Administrator.

Running the logic apps
For each of the IndicatorProcessor logic apps, click run->run trigger to begin importing risk lists
into Sentinel. If you do not manually trigger a run, the logic apps will still run on a schedule. Do
not attempt to run the RecordedFuture-ImportToSentinel logic app directly, as it is called
downstream by the IndicatorProcess apps and so will run automatically. To ensure there were
no errors, view the past runs of both the IndicatorProcess and ImportToSentinel apps to see if
there were any failures.

Data should begin populating in the ThreatIntelligenceIndicator table in Sentinel. Please note
that it can take up to 10-15 minutes for this data to populate the first time.

Enriching Incidents
Overview
The RecordedFuture-IOC_Enrichment-IP_Domain_URL_Hash logic app can be folded into a
Sentinel Automation rule to enrich all IOCs in an incident with Recorded Future data. For each
IOC in an incident, a comment will be written containing the Recorded Future Risk score, Risk
Rules, and intelligence card link.

Authorizing Connections
The RecordedFuture-IOC_Enrichment-IP_Domain_URL_Hash logic app required connections
to be authorized to Recorded Future and Microsoft Sentinel.

Recorded Future
Same as before

Microsoft Sentinel
Similar to the authorization to the Graph Security API. The only difference is that the only role
required is Sentinel Contributor. Global/Security Admin is not required.

Creating the Automation Rule
In order to automate the enrichment process, the logic app needs to be attached to a Sentinel
Automation rule. Navigate to Sentinel->Automation->Create->Automation rule. Fill out the fields
using the examples below:
Automation rule name: A logical name like “Recorded Future Enrichment”
Conditions: If Analytic Rule Name “Contains” “All.” If you only want this logic app to
operate on a subset of your analytic rules, please select those rules
Actions: Run playbook
Choose the RecordedFuture-IOC_Enrichment-IP_Domain_URL_Hash playbook.
Click Apply.
Future Incidents should now be enriched with Recorded Future Data. This enrichment can also
be run ad-hoc on past, current, and future incidents by navigating to
Incidents->{Incident}->Actions->Run Playbook->Run
Creating an Automation rule requires the Sentinel Contributor role

Manage Permissions
If this Sentinel instance has never created an automation rule to run playbooks from this
resource group before, the playbooks may be grayed out and unselectable. If you are an owner
of the resource group where the logic apps are deployed, you will see a link to “Manage
Permissions.” Click on that link and authorize running playbooks from that resource groups.

More details can be found in the Microsoft documentation here.

Detecting and Visualizing Malicious Activity
Modifying Analytic rules of Workbooks will require the Sentinel Contributor role.

Analytic Rules
Recorded Future’s integration provides a number of analytic rules to detect malicious indicators
in your logs and generate incidents from them. Currently, the integration detects indicators in the
following logs:
- DNSEvents
- SyslogEvents
- CommonSecurityLog
- AzureActivityEvents
If you have other log tables you want to detect malicious indicators in, you can utilize Microsoft’s
built in Threat Intelligence Detection rules. These rules are compatible with Recorded Future’s
threat intelligence.

Workbooks
Recorded Future provides two correlation dashboards to visualize and summarize detections of
malicious IOCs in your environment. Currently, both of these dashboards only visualize data
from the DNSEvents table. To summarize correlations from other log sources, you can easily
tweak the queries in the workbook panels. For more information on this, please consult
Recorded Future Professional Services.

FAQs and common issues
Can I adjust the cadence of my risk list pulls?
You can adjust the cadence in the Recurrence block of the IndicatorProcessor logic apps.
However, if you do so it is critical that you also adjust the expirationDateTime parameter in the
final block of that logic app to be synchronized with the recurrence timing. Failure to do so can
result in either a) duplicate indicators or b) having no active Recorded Future indicators the
majority of the time. If you are unsure of how to do this, please consult Recorded Future
Professional Services.

Can I import alerts into Azure Sentinel?
It is possible for mature users to import Recorded Future alerts into a custom log table in
Sentinel. Please consult Recorded Future Professional Services for this feature.

The logic apps are working but I’m not seeing data in the
ThreatIntelligenceIndicator table
Enable the Threat Intelligence Platforms connectors

Can I use Managed Identities to authorize the connections?
You can use managed identities to authorize the connections to Microsoft Sentinel. You cannot
use managed identities to authorize the connection to the Graph Security API because the
Graph Security API requires the Security Administrator Active Directory role, whereas
Managed Identities only support RBAC roles.

I’m getting a 403 error in the ImportToSentinel Logic app
Have a global admin or security admin authorize the connection to the GraphSecurityAPI

The ImportToSentinel Logic app used to work, but is now getting
403s
This is likely because you are using Azure AD Privileged Identity Management on the account
authorizing the connection to the Graph Security API. When your temporarily elevated role
expires, so does the connection. Unfortunately, there is no easy fix for this. The best practice is
to create a service account with security admin that is used solely to authorize the connection to
the Graph Security API
Alternatively, if the above is not an option because of an organization's security policies,
Professional Services also has a solution to create a logic app that connects to the Graph
Security API using an app registration and HTTP actions. Please contact your Recorded Future
POC to get in contact with Professional Services to scope using this solution

